WIN FOR LESVOS
New campaign in solidarity with the refugees at the European borders,
supported by Daniel Craig, Marlene Dietrich, Jürgen Klopp,
Lana Wachowski, David Alaba and many more.
Berlin, December 2nd 2020
At the end of July, actor Volker Bruch (“Babylon Berlin”) had initiated the
unique campaign “Win for Lesvos”, in which 23 well-known German celebrities
helped to raise over half a million Euros to support suffering refugees at the
European borders.
Now, together with his colleague Trystan Pütter, they are starting a new
campaign for Christmas to raffle off personal items of well-known people
which can be won by donation.
Amongst the prominent international supporters are Daniel Craig with a signed,
limited edition of the illustrated book “James Bond Archives”, “Matrix” director
Lana Wachowski with a sign from the brand-new film adaptation of “Matrix 4”
and Rufus Wainwright with handwritten lyrics of his song “Going to a Town”.
There is also support from Germany: actors Daniel Brühl and Elyas M’Barek,
artist Daniel Richter, Liverpool-trainer Jürgen Klopp, photographer Ellen
von Unwerth, actor Kida Ramadan, model Toni Garrn, musician Bill Kaulitz,
the artist Anne Imhof, the music band Die Fantastischen 4, ski legend Felix
Neureuther, actresses Diane Kruger and Jeanne Goursaud, presenter Klaas
Heufer-Umlauf, the singer LEA, the model Caro Daur, the tennis player Andrea
Petkovic, the footballer David Alaba, the band K.I.Z, the football club
FC Bayern Munich as well as the legendary Art-Collective 1UP.
Even Marlene Dietrich is joining: Her heirs support the campaign in the spirit of
their famous grandmother with a very special rarity – they are donating pictures
with handwritten notes from her personal estate.
Tickets can be purchased by making a donation from December 2nd 2020
(01.00 p.m.) to December 24th 2020 (11:59 p.m.) on the following website:

www.winforlesvos.com
The entire proceeds will be distributed for charitable purposes within
the framework of #LeaveNoOneBehind campaign.

www.winforlesvos.com
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WIN FOR LESVOS
Volker Bruch comments on the current situation on Lesvos:
“The refugee camp Moria on Lesvos has burned down. Everyone has seen it.
But nothing has improved for the refugees at the European borders.
The emergency shelters in the new camp are not waterproof, there is not enough
food, no adequate medical care and now that it is getting cold, the people are
defenceless against the weather. Nevertheless, Europe is not stepping up. And
neither has the German government presented a plan to deal with the situation
appropriately yet.
There is nothing worse than not helping, even though you are able to.”
Trystan Pütter on the campaign:
“We have to act now, and so we are starting a new donation campaign, in
order to move the situation of the people at the European borders back into
focus, to remind the governments of their obligation and in order to improve the
circumstances of people locally with the help of these donations.
What’s more rewarding than giving a piece of solidarity for Christmas –
alongside the chance for a very special win.”

Under the following link you will find pictures and video material which can be
used in the context of reporting by naming the respective credits:

LINK
#WinForLesvos

#LeaveNoOneBehind

We would be grateful for the broadest possible media coverage. Interviews with the
individual participants are possible on a selective basis after consultation.
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